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SHORT COMMUNICATION
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES GOVERNING PUBLIC SERVICES
Gholamreza Joodakihejad
Department of law, Islamic Azad University, Arak, Iran
ABSTRACT: Public services are those services which are essential for meeting public goodwill under the
government supervision without taking any private rights into account. The concept of public services
was initially proposed at nineteenth century in the French administrative law and gradually changed to
one of the basics of administrative law. The concept was a theoretical and practical outcome indicating the
degree of government intervention in the social relations of the community and resulted in a division
and/or confrontation between the minority government (gendarme, regulator, and guardian) and welfare
government (servant government). Based on the public services theory, the administrative law as the
governing low on the public services finds its unity from the concept of public services. Some principles
such as principle of equality, principle of adaptation, principle of consistency, principle of neutrality, and
principle of free public services are governed on the public services and should be adhered and
considered in providing such services.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to its importance in the social life, the public
services follow some significant principles which
are known as the obvious administrative laws.
Regarding the public services status and its aims
for direct and immediate meeting of
fundamental social life needs and preserving the
public interests, the services should observe
some insuring principles as Louis Roland, the
French juristic, believes. The best practices in
providing such services follow specific
conditions as: (a) equal and neutral positions of
its providers (b) alignment with time and
location changes, (c) continuous activities for
providing public services, (d) free access to such
services, and (e) priority of public interests
compared to the private interests.
1.1. Principle of equality in access to public
services
The public services are provided for the general
population of the society, so the equality
principle based on social justice rules that all
members of society equally benefit from the
advantages and benefits of public service
without any restriction by political, ideological,
racial, or ethnic criteria. The government cannot
discriminate among the people due to these
excuses, deprive some individuals from
receiving such services or grant certain
privileges to special group of people. If the
society is unable to provide the public services
for all of the society members, such deprivation
should be the same for everyone. As the general

rule for equality of citizens with regard to the
law and public capacity, the principle has too
much importance; and all people (users of public
services) should equally benefit from the
advantages of public services because of their
general responsibilities in funding such services.
1.2. Principle of neutrality in providing public
services
The other aspect of equality principle is
neutrality and non-discrimination in providing
public services. Principle of neutrality prohibits
any partiality and prejudice which may result in
discrimination in offering such services to the
general public. Therefore, any prejudice against
political or religious beliefs is forbidden whether
from the agents or the users of public services.
To observe the principle of neutrality is
mandatory for all government departments and
providers of public services. Thus, the principle
of government neutrality means that the
government should not try to find some ways for
imposing its specific believes about a worthy life
and its meaning to the public. However, it
doesn’t mean that the employees in charge of
public services should be free from any personal
believes and values, but they should avoid
discriminating people based on such believes.
1.3. Principle of adaptability in providing public
services
The public interests are changing over time. The
public services should be changed according to
the community needs and also should be able to
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1.3.1. Principle of adaptability concept
The principle is based on the truth that the social
life needs are ever changing and the public
services as representatives of public interests
should always be aligned with possible changes
in the public interests. As contingencies dictate,
the public services system should be ready for
evolution and changing when necessary. In this
way, neither the servants of public services nor
the users of such services are able to rely on the
status quoin relation to the acquired rights. As a
consequence, the administrative bodies have to
make their contingent decisions based on
current requirements.
1.3.2. Principle of adaptability outcomes
- Based on the principle, the government has the
needed authority for changing the
regulations about the public service activities
(organizational rules and how they work).
- According to the contracts between the
government body and the supplier of public
services, the supplier should accept the
unilateral power of the government body for
changing the contract terms and obligations
under different circumstances.
- The employees of public service provider
bodies accept any changes in their rights
because from the theoretical viewpoint, the
reorganization or deletion of such services
may result in their jobs abolition and even
their firing.
- In the private inter individual relations no one
can impose his/her wills to the other party,
while the government body has a specific
right to dictate its decisions to others
according to the interest of public service.
- The government body is able to change onesidedly the tariffs in relation to the industrial
and business services and sets new charges
for the other party (such as increasing water,
electricity, gas, and phone fees, etc.).
1.4. Principle of continuity in public services
As it was mentioned before, the public services
are provided for the general public based on
their daily life requirements. Therefore, the
administrative organizations should provide
such services continuously and without any
interruption.
1.4.1. Concept of continuity in public services
Regarding the principle, the public services –
whether in public sector or in private sector–
should be provided continuously and without
any interruption under any condition. The
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principle indicates that the public services meet
the primary and main requirements of the
society. Given the fact, some public rights
experts believe that continuity is the essence of
public service.
1.4.2. Principle of continuity outcomes
The principle justifies some of the regulations in
relation to the administrative laws.
- The administrative system should not be
stopped. In this way, the public servants are
required to continue their works and avoid any
activity which may result in interruption in their
working condition or manner.
- The bodies responsible for providing the public
services should plan their procedures, methods,
and instruments in such a way that doesn’t
result in any pause and stoppage in the work
process.
- The resignation of public servants is a function
of special regulations and should be approved by
an authority figure.
1.5. Principle of free public services
1.5.1. Free services concept
Some of the rights experts believe that the
principle of free access to the public services is
one of the basic public services standards. Such
services should be free and their funding should
be through the tax regulations and obligations.
1.5.2. Some viewpoints about the principle of free
public services
When the Constitution predicts that the public
services should be free, the general or specific
decisions for any fee or expenses for receiving
such services will be illegal. It is obvious that the
regulations can consider some exceptions in
relation to free access services.
1.6. Principle of priority
The principle of priority means that if there is a
contradiction between the private interests and
the public interests in providing the public
services, priority will be assigned to the public
services because such services are owned by the
public and all the society should benefit from its
resulted advantages. In order to safeguard the
public interests against the private interests, the
legislator should consider some privileges for
the government because of its responsibility in
organizing and providing such services. The
privileges are resulted from governance
activities for keeping the public interests and/or
providing the public services and are known as
“public rights privileges” or “privileges resulted
from public power.”
CONCLUSION

Fundamental Principles Governing Public…
The concept of public services is one of the
essentials of social life and in spite of its limited
deployment at the previous centuries currently
it has an outstanding significance due to the
urban society expansion as well as economic and
communicational developments. In addition to
classic applications such as diplomacy, justice,
security and alike, the public services include
other aspects with industrial and business-based
implications because of new discoveries and
inventions along with changes in the social life
as a whole. The theory of public services has an
important role in the administrative law. The
administrative activity is basically carried out
for serving the public and the nature of
administrative bodies depends on their
responsibilities and obligations toward this
objective. And even the regulations of
administrative law find their meaning from the
public interests. The theory of public services is
considered as a key theory through which the
competences
and
qualifications
of
administrative tribunals and courts are
determined.
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